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Abstract. In recent years, as RFID reader equipment is ever more widely deployed in handled devices, the importance of
security problems among RFID reader, tags and server have obviously gained increased attention. However, there are still many
security issues preceding transactions; these issues are well worth discussing. In this paper, we propose a novel authentication
scheme, conforming EPC C1G2 standards, at a low implementation cost for market application. In order to achieve mutual
authentication, the proposed scheme integrates fingerprint biometrics, related cryptology and a hash function mechanism to
ensure the security of the transmitted messages. The proposed scheme also can resist known attacks.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) system has been widely used in many
fields. For example, in a market environment a tag is attached to the product. Advances in wireless
network technology and the continuously increasing number of users of mobile devices make the latter
an ideal channel for offering personalized services [1–4] to mobile users. As RFID reader equipment
has been widely deployed in hand-held devices, the importance of successfully dealing with security
problems related to RFID readers, tags and servers is inescapable. An RFID system contains three
essential components: tag, reader and back-end database [5,6]. When a reader sends a request message
to a tag, the tag responds with a message via radio frequency signal. In such an environment, there exists
the potential for many latent attacks. Once an RFID reader sends a request signal, the RFID tag will
respond to the reader’s writing and reading request. In the past, a bar-code system was widely utilized;
however, the RFID system has greater accuracy and identifies objects efficiently.

In an RFID system, each RFID tag is assigned a unique identity: the Electronic Product Code (EPC),
whereas the bar-code system does not support EPC. For this reason, an RFID system performs well
in regard to sales management and accesses the product’s information conveniently and efficiently.
As a result of the RFID system transmitting messages via radio-frequency, many security and privacy
problems arise between the RFID tag and RFID reader. In order to solve the RFID security problems,
some scholars [5,7] have proposed a one-way hash function to perform mutual authentication. Due to
the limited number of the RFID tag’s logic gates, the schemes [7–9] using hash operation and symmetric
encryption are infeasible. Other researchers [10,11] have proposed lightweight authentication protocols
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without extensive cryptography. EPCglobal has issued the EPC class 1 generation 2 standards [12]. The
EPC class 1 generation 2 standards restrict the RFID tag to only operate the CRC function, logic operation
and to generate random numbers. Some scholars [13,14] have proposed a scheme that conforms to EPC
class 1 generation 2 standards for the RFID system. Moreover, mobile RFID readers with CF and SD
interface for the industrial Handheld Computer Socket has become a mature technology [15]. Recently,
some papers [16,17] also discussed about related security issues. We therefore propose a secure system
based on mobile RFID technology [18–20] to design a secure RFID authentication scheme preceding
market transactions. A good RFID system must avoid illegal access, defend against known attacks and
protect the RFID system. The following security issues are often discussed in relation to RFID systems:

(1) Tag impersonation attack: An attacker impersonates a target tag to interact with a reader and
he/she can pass the reader’s authentication procedure successfully.

(2) Mobile reader lost attack: A user loses the mobile reader and then a malicious user gets the
mobile reader to fake the rule of owner to pass the authentication procedure.

(3) Replay attack: An attacker intercepts the messages between a reader and a tag, and then uses these
messages to interact with each other in the next session, thereby allowing him/her to successfully
pass the authentication procedure.

(4) Trace attack: An attacker intercepts the messages from a target tag and according to the messages,
in the next session knows whether they were sent from the target tag. If the messages intercepted
are the same, it means they were sent from the target tag, and the attacker can trace the location
of the target tag by the messages.

(5) Forgery attack: An adversary listens to an iteration of communication messages between the
reader and the legitimate tag for the attacker to store these messages and the attacker could be
able to calculate the next correct communication parameter from the intercepted message and
pass the authentication.

(6) Man-in-the-middle attack: The attacker intercepts the communication messages between the tag
and the reader. The attacker mimics a transmission role; when the reader wants to query the tag,
the attacker will intercept the message from the reader and then transfer it to the tag. When the
tag wants to send a response message to the reader, the attacker will intercept the message again
and transfer it to the reader. The attacker can hold and modify the messages to transmit them
between tags and readers.

(7) Privacy protection: The attacker can reveal the related secret information (such as reader’s
identity, tag’s EPC or other secret values).

(8) Forward secrecy: An attacker traces the messages intercepted from past transactions to infer the
target tag’s internal secret data.

(9) Mutual authentication: Refers to two parties authenticating each other suitably. In terms of
technology, it refers to a client or user authenticating himself/herself to a server and that server
authenticating itself to the user in such a way that both parties are assured of the other’s identity.
When describing online authentication processes, mutual authentication is often referred to as
server-to-tag, or server-to-reader authentication.

(10) Anonymity: Anonymity is a result of not having identifying characteristics (such as a name or
description of physical appearance) disclosed. For example: the attacker can identify whether
the tag is the same tag of the last communication by intercepting the communication messages
between tag and reader.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We present the preliminary in Section 2. Session 3
shows the detailed procedures of the proposed protocol. We analyze the security for our scheme which
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can resist several attacks in Section 4. In Section 5, we also make a mechanism analysis. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Preliminary

2.1. One-way hash function

A one-way hash function [21] h : m → m′ is a function h(m) = m′ condensing an arbitrary message
mas an input to a fixed-size message output m′ (“e.q. 160 bits”). The hash function is public. We
describe its properties as follows:

1. The function h is a one-way property that given m, is easy to compute h(m) = m′, but given
m′, is difficult to compute h−1(m′) = m.

2. Weak collision resistance. e.g. given m1, it is infeasible to find m2 so h(m2) = h(m1).
3. Strong collision resistance. e.g. it is not feasible to find any pair (m1,m2) so h(m1) = h(m2).

2.2. Keyed hash function

Let Kdenote an n-dimensional vector space over GF(2). A keyed-hash function [22] (hk : k ∈ K)
indexed by a key k so hk : m → m′, which maps a key and a second bit string to return a fixed-length
string output hk(m) = m′. We describe its properties as follows:

1. Given key k and message m, it is easy to compute hk(m).
2. Without knowledge of k, it is difficult to find hk(m) when m is given.
3. Without knowledge of k, it is difficult to find m when hk(m) is given.
4. Given key k, it is difficult to find two messages m1 and m2 so hk(m1) = hk(m2), but m1 �= m2.
5. Given (possibly many) pairs of m and hk(m), it is difficult to compute k.
6. The function hk should produce a message digest with at least 128 bits.

3. The proposed scheme

3.1. System framework

Assume that users can use their mobile RFID readers to get the information on tags, and make a
desired transaction with cash registers. The membership requirement can be satisfied by the service of
the market. There are five parties in our proposed scheme; they are described as follows.

1. Server (S): Stores all the information like mobile reader’s ID, privacy information, tags’ EPC
code, information, etc.

2. Cash Register (CR): A device in the market: when users want to purchase products, they can use
their mobile readers to communicate with the server through the cash register for transactions.

3. Mobile Reader (MR): A device which can query tags’ information and interact with the cash
register and the server to complete a transaction.

4. Tag (T): Attached on the products for users to query the product information; all of the tags
conform to EPCglobal class 1 generation 2 standards.

5. User (U): A member of the market who can derive service from the market.
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In our scheme, the RFID tags comply with EPCglobal C1G2 standards. Therefore, as mentioned
above, the tags can only support CRC function and generate random numbers. We describe the steps as
follows:

Step 1: The product’s tag, users’ mobile reader ID, password, fingerprint are all registered with the
server via secure channel.

Step 2: User uses his/her mobile reader to query the tag’s information. The server will authenticate
the mobile reader and then transmit the tag’s information to the mobile reader.

Step 3: User uses his/her mobile reader to update its password and symmetric key with the server.

3.2. Notations

IDMRj : the j th mobile reader’s unique identity
Pw: the user’s password
Fj : thej th user’s fingerprint template
fj: the hash value of the user’s fingerprint template, where fj = h(Fi)
Ki: theith tag’s unique secret key
PK: the server’s public key
SK: the server’s secret key
SYMj: the j th user’s mobile reader’s symmetric key
EPCi: 96-bit EPC (Electronic Product Code) of the i th tag
EPK(m): use the server’s public key PK to encrypt the messagem
DSK(m): use the server’s secret key SK to decrypt the message m
Ex[m]: use the symmetric key x to encrypt the message m
Dx[m]: use the symmetric key x to decrypt the message m
R1,R2, R3: the random numbers generated by mobile reader, server and tag, respectively
h(.): cryptographic one-way hash function [21]
hk(.): cryptographic one-way hash function with secret key k [22]
CRC(.): a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) function
A? = B: comparing whether A is equal to B
||: concatenation operation
⊕: exclusive-or operation
+: addition operation
−: subtraction operation
∧: AND logical operation
Tmark: the market trademark; the Tmark is updated regularly
M : the hash value of the market trademark, where M = h(T − mark) is known as the

server and market tags
Info.: detailed information of product (includes specifications, price, transaction serial

number and coupon, etc.)
Our scheme is divided into the following phases:

3.3. Registration phase

In this phase, users have to use the mobile reader to register with the server for the market service, and
the server will store the authentication information into the tags; the scenario of the registration phase is
presented in Fig. 1, and the corresponding steps are described as follows:
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of registration phase.

Step 1: First, the unique Electronic Product CodeEPCi, unique secret key Ki and the hash value of
the market trademark M = h(Tmark) are set to the ith tag and stored into server’s database.
The jth user uses mobile readers to compute fj by:

fj = h(Fj) (1)

and then transmits the registration information (IDMRj, h(Pw||Fj ), fj) to server via a secured
channel.

Step 2: Upon receiving the registration request from the user, the server computes C1 and V1 corre-
sponding the user’s registration information as follows:

C1 = h(IDMRj ||h(SK)) ⊕ h(Pw||Fj) (2)

V1 = hh(IDMRj ||h(SK))(fj) (3)

and generates the symmetric key SY Mj . The server transmits the message (C1, V1, SY Mj)
to the mobile reader via the secured channel.

Step 3: After receiving the messages (C1, V1, SY M j), the user stores (IDMRj , C1, V1, SY M j) into
the mobile reader and the registration phase is finished.

3.4. Query and authentication phase

In this phase, we focus on mobile readers used to query product information, and verify the legality of
the mobile user by the mutual authentication between server and tags. We illustrate the flowchart of this
phase in Fig. 2, described in the following steps:

Step 1: Before the user wants to query the product information via the mobile reader, the user must
be authenticated by the mobile reader. The user has to input the secret password Pw and
fingerprint template Fj into the mobile reader; then the mobile reader computes:

h(IDMRj ||h(SK)) = C1 ⊕ (Pw||Fj) (4)

and verifies V1 as:

V1? = hh(IDMRj ||h(SK))(fj) (5)
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of query and authentication phase.

If the equality holds, the user is legal. Then the user can query the tag’s information via the
mobile reader; first, the mobile reader generates a random number R1 and encrypts the mobile
reader identity IDMRj and R1 by the server’s public key PK as follows:

C2 = EPK(IDMRj ||R1) (6)
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and then transmits C2 to server.
Step 2: Upon receiving the message C2, the server uses its secret key SK to decrypt the message C2

by:

(IDMRj , R
′
1) = DSK(C2) (7)

and gets the mobile reader’s identity IDMRj . The server uses the mobile reader’s identity
IDMRj to search the corresponding symmetric key SY Mj , and generates a random number
R2. After that, the server uses the mobile reader’s symmetric key SY Mj to encrypt the value
as follows:

C3 = ESY Mj[((R2 ⊕ M)||R′
1)] (8)

and sends the message C3 to the mobile reader.
Step 3: When the mobile reader receives the messages C3 from the server, the user uses the mobile

reader’s symmetric key to decrypt the message C3as follows:

((R′
2 ⊕ M)||R′

1) = DSY Mj(C3) (9)

The user checks if R1? = R′
1; and computes

S1 = R′
2 ⊕ M (10)

And then sends the query messages (Query, S1) to the specific tag.
Step 4: Once the messages (Query, S1) are received from the mobile reader, the tag uses the hash

value M = h(T − mark) to get the random number R′
2 generated by the server, by the

following calculation:

R′
2 = S1 ⊕ M (11)

The tag then uses its Electric Product Code EPCi, secret key Ki and the random number R′
2

to calculate T1 and T2 as follows:

T1 = R′
2 + EPCi (12)

T2 = CRC(R′
2 ∧ Ki) (13)

Moreover, the tag generates a random number R3 to compute T3 and T4 as follows:

T3 = CRC(M ⊕ Ki) + R3 (14)

T4 = CRC(R3 ⊕ Ki ⊕ EPCi) (15)

and sends the messages (T1, T2, T3, T4) to the mobile reader.
Step 5: After receiving the messages (T1, T2, T3, T4) from the tag, the user uses his/her mobile reader

to encrypt the message (T1, T2, T3, T4), the mobile reader identity IDMRj and the random
number R1 by the server’s public key PK, as follows:

C4 = EPK(IDMRj ,R1,T1,T2,T3,T4) (16)

The user then uses the mobile reader to send the message C4 to the server.
Step 6: When receiving the message C4, the server uses its secret key SK to decrypt the message C4

as follows:

(IDMRj ,R1,T1,T2,T3,T4) = DSK(C4) (17)
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Then the server uses the message T1 and the random number R2 generated, to compute by:

EPC ′
i = T1−R2 (18)

and gets the tag’s Electronic Product Code EPCi
′. The server according to the EPC code

EPCi seeks the tag’s corresponding secret keyKi
′, and uses the Ki

′ and R2 to verify T2 as
follows:

T2? = CRC(R2 ∧ K ′
i) (19)

If the equality holds, it means that the tag is legal. The server then uses the message T3, the
tag’s EPC code EPCi and M to compute R3

′ by:

R′
3 = T3−CRC(M ⊕ Ki

′) (20)

The server uses the random number R3
′, the tag’s secret key Ki

′ and the tag’s EPC code
EPCi to verify the message T4 as follows:

T4? = CRC(R′
3 ⊕ K ′

i ⊕ EPCi) (21)

If the equality holds, it means that the random number R3
′ generated by the tag has not been

tampered with by the attacker in the delivering process.
Finally, the server uses the random numbers R2, R3

′ and the tag’s secret key Ki
′ to compute

S2:

S2 = CRC((R2 ∧ R3
′) + Ki

′) (22)

and encrypts the tag’s information Info. by a session key ((R2 + Ki
′) ⊕ EPCI) which is

combined with the random number R2 generated by the server, the tag’s secret key Ki and
EPC Code EPCi as follows:

C5 = E((R2+K ′
i)⊕EPCI)[Info.] (23)

The server then uses the mobile reader’s symmetric key SY M j to encrypt the random number
R3

′ generated by the tag and the values S2, C5:

C6 = ESY Mj(R′
1, R

′
3, S2, C5) (24)

and sends the message C6 to the mobile reader.
Step 7: Once the message C6 is received from the server, the user uses the mobile reader’s symmetric

key SY M j to decrypt C6 as follows:

(R′
1,R

′
3,S2,C5) = DSY Mj[C6] (25)

The user checks if the R1? = R′
1; and uses his/her mobile reader to send the message S2 to

the tag.
Step 8: After receiving the message S2, the tag uses the random number R2

′ generated by the server,
the random number R3 generated itself and secret key Ki to verify S2, as follows:

S2? = CRC((R2
′ ∧ R3) + Ki) (26)

If the equality holds, it means that the server is authenticated by the tag successfully and it is
legal. The tag then uses the values: R2

′, R3, Ki and its EPC code EPCi to calculate T5 as
follows:

T5 = ((R2
′ + Ki) ⊕ EPCi) ⊕ R3 (27)

and sends T5 to the mobile reader.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of password and key change phase.

Step 9: When receiving the message T5, the user uses the mobile reader to compute the session key
((R′

2 + Ki) ⊕ EPCi) with random number R3
′ and T5, as follows:

((R2
′ + Ki) ⊕ EPCi) = R3

′ ⊕ T5 (28)

Finally, the user uses the session key to decrypt the message C5:

Info. = D((R′
2+Ki)⊕EPCi)[C5] (29)

and gets the tag’s information.

3.5. Password and key change phase

In this phase, users can change their passwords by using mobile readers freely, and the server will
update the symmetric key of the user’s mobile reader. The flowchart of the password and key change
phase is shown in Fig. 3; the descriptions are also provided as follows:
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Step 1: The user inputs his/her original password Pw and fingerprint template Fi into the mobile
reader.

Step 2: The mobile reader computes the hashed value as:

h(IDMRj ||h(SK)) = C1 ⊕ h(Pw||Fi) (30)

and verifies the user’s identify by:

V1? = hh(IDMRj ||h(SK))(fj) (31)

If the above equality holds, it means that the user is valid. The user then uses the mobile
reader to send its identity IDMRj to the server via the secure channel.

Step 3: When the server receives the mobile reader’s identity IDMRj , it computes V2 as follows:

V2 = h(IDMRj ||h(SK)) (32)

and then sends V2 to the mobile reader via secure channel.
Step 4: Once it receives the value V2, the mobile reader verifies V2 as follows:

V2? = C1 ⊕ h(Pw||Fj) (33)

If the equality of Eq. (32) holds, it means the server is legal.
Step 5: The user then inputs a new password Pwnew into the mobile reader.
Step 6: The mobile reader then sends the value h(Pwnew||F j) to the server via a secure channel.
Step 7: Upon receiving the value h(Pwnew||F j) from the mobile reader, the server computes C1new

as follows:

C1new = h(IDMRj ||h(SK)) ⊕ h(Pwnew||Fj) (34)

and updates the mobile reader’s symmetric key SY M j by:

SY Mjnew = h(SY Mj) (35)

The server then sends the messages (SY Mj , C1new) to the mobile reader via a secure channel.
Step 8: After receiving the messages (SY Mj , C1new), the user stores (SY Mj , C1new) into the mobile

reader.

4. Security analysis

4.1. Resist tag impersonation attack

In step 6 of the query and authentication phase, the server verifies whether a tag is legal by:

T2? = CRC(R2 ∧ Ki
′) (36)

If an attacker wants to impersonate a tag and passes the server’s authentication successfully, he/she
must know the server’s challenge random number R2 and the tag’s secret key Ki. In our scheme, the
server’s challenge random number R2 and tag’s secret key Ki are not transmitted directly in plain text;
thus, the attacker can not successfully impersonate a tag and pass the server’s authentication procedure.
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4.2. Resist mobile reader lost attack

If a malicious user steals the mobile reader and uses the mobile reader to query a tag, the malicious
user must know the true password Pw and true fingerprint template Fj . But the malicious users can not
use the illegal password Pw′ and fingerprint template F ′

j to compute:

h(IDMRj ||h(SK))′ = C1 ⊕ h(Pw′||Fj
′) (37)

So, in the step 1 of the query and authentication phase, the malicious users can not pass the authenti-
cation successfully as:

V1 �= hh(IDMRj ||h(SK))′(fj
′) (38)

Thus, our scheme can resist malicious users from using a lost mobile reader to violate the owner’s
rights.

4.3. Resist replay attack

In step 4 of the query and authentication phase, each tag uses some privacy information: unique secret
key Ki and the value M to generate messages T1 and T4. If the attacker intercepts the tag’s privacy
information Ki and the hash value M , he/she can transmit previously obtained messages T1 and T4 to
pass the mobile reader’s authentication procedure. The scenario is described as follows:

The attacker intercepts the 1st communication messages.
Step 4: T → MR: T1, T2, T3,T4

where

T1 = R2
′ + EPCi (39)

T4 = CRC(R3 ⊕ Ki ⊕ EPCi) (40)

The attacker replays previously obtainedT1 andT4 to pass themobile reader’s authentication procedure,
but it will fail. The reason is described as follows:

T1 = R2
′ + EPCi (39)

T1
′ = R2

′′ + EPCi (41)

T1 �= T ′
1 (42)

and

T4 = CRC(R3 ⊕ Ki ⊕ EPCi) (40)

T4
′ = CRC(R3

′ ⊕ Ki ⊕ EPCi) (43)

T4 �= T ′
4 (44)

Since the random number R3 is updated for each transaction, the attacker can successfully not pass
the mobile reader’s authentication procedure. Thus, our scheme can resist replay attack.
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4.4. Resist trace attack

In step 4 of the query and authentication phase, the tag uses the random numbers R′
2 and R3 to make

the values (T1, T2, T3, T4) differ for each transaction. Even though the attacker intercepts the values:
(T1, T2, T3, T4), he/she can not use the values: (T1, T2, T3, T4) to trace the tag’s location. Thus our
scheme can resist trace attack.

4.5. Resist forgery attack

The Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is a checksum algorithm which is used to detect data errors
during transmission. The CRC checksum is computed as a remainder of the division of the original data
by the CRC polynomial. The following theorem is the basis of the CRC linear property [23].

Theorem 1: For any CRC (independent of its generator polynomial), for any values a and b ∈ F2[X], it
holds:

CRC(a) ⊕ CRC(b) = CRC(a⊕ b) (45)

In step 4 of the query and authentication phase, an attacker can interceptmessages T3 (T3 = CRC(M⊕
Ki) + R3) and T4 when the tag sends messages to the reader, and then the attacker can decompose T4 as
follows:

T4 = CRC(R3 ⊕ Ki ⊕ EPCi)

= CRC(R3 ⊕ Ki) ⊕ CRC(EPCi) (46)

= CRC(R3) ⊕ CRC(Ki) ⊕ CRC(EPCi)

Since the random number R3 is updated for each transaction, and the random number R3 is protected
by mathematics or logic computation in messages T3 and T4. The attacker can not decompose the
message T4 to get the i th tag’s unique secret key Ki, the EPC EPCi of the i th tag; thus, our scheme can
resist forgery server attack.

4.6. Resist man-in-the-middle attack

When the mobile reader wants to send a request message to the tag, the attacker will intercept the
messages from the mobile reader and then transfer the messages to the tag as follows.

Step 1: MR → S: C2

Step 2: S → MR: C3

Step 3: MR → T: Query, S1

Step 4: T → MR: T1, T2,T3, T4

Step 5: MR → S: C4

Step 6: S → MR: C6

Step 7: MR → T: S2

Step 8: T → MR: T5

The server calculates S1 and S2 as follows:

S1 = R2 ⊕ M (47)
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S2 = CRC((R2 ∧ R3) + Ki) (48)

The attacker can intercept and modify the message S1 and S2; the message S′
1 is computed as follows:

S′
1 = R′

2 ⊕ M (49)

And the message S′
2 is computed as follows:

S′
2 = CRC((R′

2 ∧ R3) + K ′
i) (50)

Due to the correct random numbers R3 being protected by related parameters and updated for each
transaction, the attacker can not compute the next correct communication values S1 and S2 by spoof
messages. Therefore, our proposed scheme can resist man-in-the-middle attack.

4.7. Privacy protection

In the query and authentication phase, an attacker can intercept messages C2 when the reader sends a
message to the server. The reader’s identity IDMR is protected by random number R1, and the server’s
public key PK, as follows:

C2 = EPK(IDMRj ||R1) (6)

On the other hand, the tag’s EPCi is protected by the tag’s secret key Ki and the random number R2;
the hash value of the trademark M is protected by the tag’s secret key Ki and the random number R3, as
follows:

T1 = R′
2 + EPCi (12)

T2 = CRC(R′
2 ∧ Ki) (13)

T3 = CRC(M ⊕ Ki) + R3 (14)

T4 = CRC(R3 ⊕ Ki ⊕ EPCi) (15)

So, the attacker can not decompose the messages to ascertain the reader’s real identity IDMR, the
identity EPCi of Tag A or Tag B.

4.8. Forward secrecy

Forward secrecy refers to past messages not being compromised even after the long-term secret data
are exposed. On the other hand, even if somebody decomposes the transaction message between the
reader and the tag, he/she can not analyze the message to decipher the content via pre-transaction. In
our scheme, the user’s password PW and the j th mobile reader’s symmetric key SYMj are updated as
follows:

C1new = h(IDMRj ||h(SK)) ⊕ h(Pwnew||Fj) (34)

SY Mjnew = h(SY Mj) (35)

The server then sends the messages (SY Mj , C1new) to the mobile reader via secure channel. Thus,
our protocol can achieve forward secrecy between the server and the reader.
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5. Mechanism analysis

5.1. Mutual authentication

Case 1: Server authenticates tag: In step 4 of the query and authentication phase, the tag uses the
value M shared with the server to compute the random number R2

′ generated by the server,
as follows:

R2
′ = S1 ⊕ M (11)

The tag then computes:

T2 = CRC(R2
′ ∧ Ki) (13)

and responds T2 to the server. The server then authenticates whether or not the tag is legal by:

T2? = CRC(R2 ∧ Ki
′) (19)

Case 2: Tag authenticates server: After authenticating the tag, the server then uses the random numbers
R2,R3

′ and the tag’s unique secret key Ki
′ to compute S2, as follows:

S2 = CRC((R2 ∧ R′
3) + Ki

′) (22)

The tag will use the random numbers R2
′, R3 and unique secret key Ki to verify whether or

not the server is legal by:

S2? = CRC((R2
′ ∧ R3) + Ki) (26)

Therefore, our proposed scheme achieves mutual authentication.

5.2. Anonymity

In our protocol, IDMR is transmitted via a secure channel. The reader’s identity IDMR, user’s
fingerprint template Fj and tag’s EPC are not transmitted in plain text. We camouflage the identity
information with the random numbers R1, R2, R3 and compute by the secret values Ki, the jth user’s
mobile reader’s symmetric key SYMj and the server’s secret key SK between the sender and receiver.
So, if the attacker interrupts this information to analyze the identity of a sender or receiver, he/she only
obtains the protected identity of members in the current transaction; the attackers fail to obtain the real
identity information of the members.

5.3. Conform EPCglobal C1G2

In our protocol, tags only use comparison operations, exclusive-or operations, addition operations,
CRC operations, and subtraction operations. These operations conform to the EPCglobal C1G2 standards
and are low-cost, so they decrease the computational load of tags.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a RFID mutual authentication protocol for market application system. Our
scheme has some positive characteristics. For example: unregistered mobile reader can not access the
service; the mobile reader integrates the user’s fingerprint biometrics and all tags conform to EPCglobal
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class 1 generation 2 standards. In order to enhance the user’s privacy, we combine and integrate the
authentication fingerprint biometrics and password mechanism into the mobile reader. Even though the
user lost his/her mobile reader, the person who gets the mobile reader can not pass the mobile reader’s
authentication procedure.

Furthermore, our scheme is secure against tag impersonation attack, replay attack, trace attack and
forgery attack; itmaintains privacy protection and achievesmutual authentication,anonymity and forward
secrecy. In summary, our scheme can provide a convenient, low-cost and improved security mechanism
in market management system.
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